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it is so beautiful to see so many different people

and everybody has the right to be the way they want to be

just accept that everybody is so beautifully unique

i am not just saying it…

i just find the beauty in every person so unique…so colourful…

just imagine a thousand people exactly the same

just imagine a thousand nishkams singing the same song 

you will die !

when nishkam met me for the first time he asked me

i have to achieve these goals

how do i achieve my goals ?

i have to get this job…i must do this job…i must get it…

he had very penetrating questions

i need to achieve this…i have to attain

all these futures…what do i do about it ?

he asked me in moscow

i said…listen i have achieved nothing…i am a loser

if you want me to reply you how to lose your job…very easy for me !

i can show you all the ways to lose your job

i myself have no job

but i can find you ways to lose all your jobs

perhaps that can become a new qualification…

you become an utter loser…like me !

and utter losers have a great value today

so few people in the world are utter losers

very few people are utter losers and totally accepting…yes i am a loser

even the loser is not accepting…he is afraid of the word loser…

he feels guilty about it…i am celebrating it

i am a loser

job…no job…i cannot even find a job anymore !

an utter loser and totally content

i do not want to be good for anything in this world

the tree does not struggle…

it simply relaxes in the spring

and the rain comes and the air becomes fragrant

the overflowing energy turns into flowers and fruits and fragrance

it is so utterly naturally settled into being

just taste what i am saying

if you understand it…just drink this silently

it is a taste of utter acceptance of yourself

please do not try to do anything additional

whatsoever you will do 

you will be working with the branches

you cut one leaf…this branch you do not like…

this twig is a little bit bent…that leaf is getting yellow…

this one is too big…that one is a bit small…

some leaf is going to get brown…some is going to die…

what can we do ?

that is not the source of life

the source is so deep within…

the source is creating so many different forms and leaves

the mother of being is not complaining

existence is not complaining

we are looking at each other

because we have been taught to achieve…judge…and condemn

and that is the way people are fighting in the world

they are teaching you how to fight with others

slowly you start fighting within yourself

the moment you start judging others and comparing with others

that same quality comes within you 

you start judging yourself and comparing with others…

it is bound to happen

you will be filled with that same poison
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